PROJECT SCOPE
INTRODUCTION
The Hospitality and Hookah industries have been expanding progressively over the
past 15 years. This multibillion-dollar industry has yet a huge potential, and its
volume is destined to grow. The hookah has deeply infiltrated the hospitality
industry, and is on its way to conquer more sectors.
However, those industries both still lacks the most important ingredient to help
them grow exponentially. They lack a payment method that is faster, more secure
and more reliable.
Hence, Drone cryptocurrency was created to allow for more secure and efficient
transfers for all areas of those industries, eventually enabling them both to grow
further. We have studied the hookah market expansion and sale/growth
projections over the coming years, and the data collected of this steadily increasing
market, shows a need for its very own cryptocurrency system, hence the birth of
Drone.
While Drone cryptocurrency is born to provide the hookah industry with a solid
transfer platform, we believe in its potential to serve other sectors as well.
As for the Aviation industry, its bookings, its travel plans, its hotel related
businesses and its expansion, Drone will provide the easiest and fastest payment
method for such industry, which depends on the quick payments and changing of
bookings and reservations all the time. FlyDubai will be our first candidate.
There exist many entrepreneurs with brilliant ideas, whether for the hookah
industry or other sectors, who have much difficulty financing their projects. Drone
will be joining efforts with these visionaries by helping creative projects to see the
light.
Drone will also provide all new projects with a state-of-the-art e-commerce
platform, free of charge, as well as a crypto payment gateway for all e-commerce
platforms. This will enable any e-commerce business to easily collect their funds
from the crypto market. The plugin will be ready to install without any developer
need or coding, knowledge or even any additional fees. Potential platforms are
WooCommerce - Magento 2 - BigCommerce - Shopify - Prestashop- Squarespace.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Plan & Vision
Hookah has been the trendiest topic in the past 10 years. Our aim is to unify a
crypto currency for the Hookah Industry, bottom to top.
For many years, millions have been going on-line and buying millions of hookah
items and accessories. If they can buy those items, using a new currency, this will
increase its value tremendously. Hence Drone was born.
This is a lifetime opportunity for crypto enthusiasts to really invest in a solid
crypto project.

Project Benefits
Now is the big thing, anyone who will be using Drone, will get up to 20% Discount
on their purchases. Not only this, Hosting, Domain Name purchases, Web Design
& Development, Mobile Apps and many other services that are coming soon, will
also be up to 20% discount.
There are 150,000,000 people who are into the hookah domain, and those alone,
can make Drone stronger than the strongest cryptocurrency ever made.

Drone Plan - Bottom-to-Top
We will build Drone from bottom to top. We will make Drone have a good
presence on the e-commerce platforms, and makes its benefits available for both
stores and customers, then, we will climb together to higher level businesses,
then to the top of the pyramid, the largest companies in the Hookah domain.
Some well-known and reputed businesses are already supporting us, they will also
adopt Drone too, which means they will initially facilitate the use of this currency
for its holders. This is the beginning of the win-win scenario we are looking for.
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This is where we need the help of everyone
who believes in this project. You will help us
create this momentum.

Target Audience
Demographics: Age groups between 18 and 50, from both genders, from all walks
of life.
Firmographics: Al-Fakher, Nakhla, Zomo, Fumari, Ziggy, Social Smoke, Tangiers,
Trifecta, Roman, StarBuzz, Gemini, CocoNara, Tom Cococha,
Titanium, CarboPol, Oduman, Wookah, Khalil Mamoun, Mya,
Fumo, AEON, Trilogy...
Those companies are among a long list that move Billions of Dollars across the
globe. Add to them the longer list of Hookah manufacturers and Suppliers
worldwide, also, not to mention, the related businesses that are in the hospitality
industry, the bookings industry and the aviation industry that are going to ride
this wave, once it starts.
Location: Drone is not going to be limited to a specific location, it will be
anywhere there is a Hookah involved. Drone would be the strongest in
those locations as a start: USA, Europe, Russia, Middle East & Brazil

Opportunities
A currency that you can use, that increases its value the more you use it, is a
currency worth holding.
Drone will be dedicated and oriented to the Hookah world, which is an
opportunity for everyone who is ready to invest in our project.
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Challenges & Threats
There are many cryptocurrencies that have gained fame and name, but all those
are at a much higher price now, and investing in them would require a good
budget. Drone is a new currency, with low price and a risk-free strategy. Investing
in Drone today is less risky than many other cryptocurrencies whose prices have
been unstable recently.
•
•
•
•

Changes in government regulations
Changes in market demand
Changes in bank regulations
Changes in economies

Marketing Plan
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Influencers and Bloggers
YouTube channels
Crypto Channels
Crypto Marketing Experts
Social media
Web Ads
PR via Trusted Partners
Hookah Channels & Influencers
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PROJECT SCOPE
STATISTICS (1)

This chart shows that as per todays date, the number of hookah smokers in 2020
is around 154 Million, in 2024, this number will be around 188 Million. This
number is just an indicator for all businesses that circulate in the universe of the
hookah industry.
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PROJECT SCOPE
STATISTICS (2)

This chart shows that as per todays date, the number of hookah smokers in 2020
is around 154 Million, in 2030, this number will be around 252 Million and 400
Million in 2040.
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PROJECT SCOPE
STATISTICS (3)

Important Note:
1. This statistical charts above are based on one man one item. The realistic
volume can be easily multiplied by 3.
2. he charts above still exclude all of the hospitality sector, lounges, bars,
hotels, restaurants, hookah stores, tobacco stores, tobacco suppliers and
hookah suppliers and many other segments of this massive industry.
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PROJECT SCOPE
STATISTICS (4)
Projected revenue growth of selected internet and online service company
verticals worldwide from 2019 to 2021
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PROJECT SCOPE
STATISTICS (5)
Retail e-commerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2024
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PROJECT SCOPE
STATISTICS (6)
Conversion rate of online shoppers worldwide as of 3rd quarter 2020

Drone will be the cryptocurrency of the next generation
e-commerce platforms and will integrate its e-commerce
platforms with Drone as well
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DRONE
PROTOCOL
Can Burn – LP Acquisition

Total Supply
Fair Launch Supply

NUMBER
1,000,000,000,000
500,000,000,000

SHORTHAND
1 Trillion
500 Billion

• ICO supply: 50% of Total Supply
• 4% transaction fee and 1% burn
• All remaining tokens, from the Launch Supply, will be burnt after ICO.

TOKENOMICS
Drone Coin Distribution
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